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It is a difficult time for so many people who have
been affected by the recent flood events in
Queensland and New South Wales. The Rail
Modeller Australia team would like to offer our
best wishes to those who now have to rebuild their
lives, and our deepest condolences to the families
of those who have lost loved ones.

Although not impacted by flood water, I have a
relative who has lost everything and may not have
enough insurance cover to rebuild. Stories like
these are becoming commonplace, and the mental
anguish it causes is staggering. Natural disasters
such as these do affect us all either directly or
indirectly. It is heartening to see communities
working together to support each other in these
trying times. More important is the need to look
out for your family, your freinds and neighbours,
or someone who just needs a hand, and be there
when they need someone to talk to. Never forget
to ask...”Are you OK?”
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A Train of Thought

As the flood water recedes the task of cleaning and
attempting to salvage items begins.
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implied to the good conduct or practices of those who advertise in this publication.We reserve the right at all times to refuse acceptance of material that is
considered to be unsatifactory for publication.
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*CYCLISTS AVAILABLE ONLY IN HO SCALE

CHECK OUT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL AT KLATCHCO56

ONLINE SALES THROUGH

WWW.MAGNORAILOZ.COM.AU

BRING THE MAGIC OF

TO YOUR LAYOUT OR DIORAMA
SCALE CYCLISTS* ACTUALLY PEDAL THEIR WAY THROUGH LAYOUTS
AND VEHICLES DRIVE THEIR WAY AROUND ROADWAYS WHILST,
SPEEDBOATS OR YACHTS CAN CRUISE LAKES OR PONDS.

WORKS WITH ALL SCALES*
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Watersports animated using Magnorail
on Crater Lake

https://www.magnorailoz.com.au
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https://www.jurgenengel.com
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mailto:intotrains@gmail.com
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Most of our products
are Australian Made,

using Australian
products where

possible.

A large range of our
items are available in
HO and N scales.

3D printed items are
from our drawings

and are printed using
Australian Made

filament.

N Scale Container Kits

SALES OF KANGAROO HOBBY PRODUCTS SUPPORT THIS MAGAZINE

https://www.kangaroohobbycraft.com
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PAULDUNN’SPAULDUNN’S
BRAUGHING TO STANDON RAILWAYBRAUGHING TO STANDON RAILWAY

Fig. 1 - Amorning down passenger service arriving at Standon bound for Buntingford. Increasingly low passenger numbers
during late 1950’s and early 1960’s made this branch line a strong candidate for the Beeching cuts. Paul models the last period
of the line’s existence into the “Blue Era” of British rail. It is a fine model and as a bonus, he has kept a comprehensive photo
record which he will share with us as a series. Enjoy these glimpses of the railway in operation.

Fig. 2 – The Diesel Multiple Unit
(DMU) departs Standon with mostly
empty seats heading north into the
Hertfordshire countryside.

Note some of the details such as the
rustic hanging gates, the uneven road
surface colour and the subtle
weathering on the buildings.

Paul will be describing how he
achieved these effects in his series.

Fig. 3 - Heading away from
Standon towards Braughing in
open territory.

The passengers may just get a
glimpse of the River Rib from
the right side of the train. The
thick foliage is typical of many
areas in rural UK.

The relaxing tranquility of the
branch lines would have made
excursions to these areas very
pleasant journeys.
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Fig. 5 – Sure enough, here
is the return movement from
Buntingford.

Note the very delicate
loading gauge, not often
modelled but very nicely
done here in N scale no less!

Paul is intending to motorise
the signals but for now they
are set to avoid human
handling – these things take
time!

Fig. 6 – The daily goods
service is running through
Braughing on the main
branch line with a line
clear signal ahead.

The passenger service is
being held in the platform
loop but it will be given the
all clear to progress to
Buntingford.

Fig. 4 - Welcome to
Braughing! This station has an
interesting yard layout and
obviously saw a lot of traffic in
its heyday though perhaps not
as much as the builders of the
railway would have liked.

The railcar has pulled into
Platform 2 suggesting it may
be crossing another train
towards London here.

Note how the foliage helps the
bases of buildings and the back
of the platform merge into the
ground areas and backdrop
respectively!
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Fig. 7 – The Goods service is
leaving Braughing behind as it
heads through open countryside
towards its final branch terminus at
St Margarets.

At that terminus, loads will be sent
to the appropriate destination while
the empty wagons will be allocated
to their next task and dispatched to
the new consignors.

The loco is more than likely also to
be either stabled there or allocated
to another train and branch line.

Fig. 8 – With the main
single track branch
line now clear, the
down passenger service
departs from
Braughing platform
loop.

The next stop is
Westmill which was
the last stop before
Buntingford.

Fig. 9 – Meanwhile,
the daily goods service
passes the signal box at
Standon as it
approaches the station.
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Fig. 11 – Back at Braughing, now that goods and passenger services have cleared the branch line, a Class 08 shunter exits the
goods siding and begins a short run to Buntingford moving empty wagons.

Figs. 10 and 11 – The Goods is service running through Standon, where tired looking level crossing gates hold back any
traffic along the A120 road. With imminent closure expected, as long as the gates hold up, they will serve till the end.
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Fig. 13 - With empty and loaded
wagons collected, the Class 08 has
passed through Braughing just
south of the road bridge, heading
towards the Standon sidings.

Similar scenes to this occurred in
Victoria. The VR F class locos
which were the same as a Class 08
sometimes ran branchline freight
trains when a Y class was not
available or loading was very light.

Fig. 14 - Having entered the west
sidings at Standon, the Class 08 has
decoupled.

The loco will use the ‘run around’ to
further organise and shunt the
wagons into desired positions in the
old coal siding which is seen closest
to the hedge row and trees in the
background.

The shunter will remain in the
goods sidings to keep the branch
line clear for the next up passenger
service.

Fig. 15 far left – The ‘Up’
DMU passenger service has
already begun its journey
from Buntingford. It has just
departed Braughing, passing
under the road bridge.

Fig. 16 centre - The DMU
approaches Standon where
passengers are still thin on the
ground.

The Class 08 and the empty
wagons have been cleared out
of the way of the scheduled
service and shunted into the
coal siding out of our view
here.
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Fig. 17 - With the passenger service clearing Standon, further shunting has resumed by the Class 08 with various new wagon
placements being evident. The shunter has cleared the branch line to allow the ‘down’ daily goods service to run through
Standon, this time with a single empty flatbed wagon. A sign of the times for this branch lines goods service around 1963/1964.

ABOUT THE BUNTINGFORD BRANCH
Usually branch lines do not have enough traffic to
justify more than a couple of trains per week and
while they may be a modellers treasure, it is
difficult to replicate prototype operations of many
branch lines.

Paul has made a good choice with the busy-ness of
his line by choosing a line running up to three and
sometimes four goods trains per day, let alone the
passenger service during its heyday.

That amount of prototype running is more than
enough for a few hours of enjoyable operation for
one or two operators to simulate a working “day”.

In the following series, Paul has not only built a
realistic railway but he has also produced a very
comprehensive photo record of his progress to the
result here.

He has enjoyed the journey there… we hope you do
too! RMA

Fig. 18 – With a passenger train not due for a while and the down goods out the way, the 08 can resume its shunting and
progress to the next station for any available loading on its way to St Margarets.



Paul Dunn is an English Modeller who has kept a
outstanding photographic record of his layout
building journey. In this series, there will be
plenty of modelling examples which could be
applied to any model railway.

One Christmas morning when I was a young boy,
I discovered a Tri-ang diesel and wagons all setup
on a baseboard. Although not having a train layout
since then, the interest in a miniature version of a
real working railway line has always existed.

My interest was piqued more seriously in recent
years, I discovered the Buntingford Railway and
Local Historical Society (BRLHS) and the
existence of a superbly detailed N gauge replica of
the Buntingford to Westmill section of the old and
now disused Buntingford Branch – built by Martin
Kimber and currently operationally managed by
John Blaxill.

My idea was to build an extension of where the
current Bunt layout left off, replicating the section
from Braughing to Standon. I also wanted to use an
end to end layout style rather than a continuous
loop. This was to enable a simple back and forth
passenger traffic simulation.

This style of layout would facilitate shunting and
wagon movements along the main branch line and
in the small sidings that existed in Braughing and
Standon. I decided to set the era of the layout circa
1963/1964 which was close to the actual closure
period and to depict its more run down state.

The layout was to feature a DMU passenger service
and BR Class 08 diesel shunter activity, both
typical of the time. In reality, the line was operated
by a BR Class 15 Bo Bo shunter on the freight
service but these are not available yet in N Scale.

PLANNING
Planning was a very time consuming and essential
aspect of the layout design. I needed to get the order
of tasks right and mitigate any mistakes wherever
possible.

Planning included much internet searching, reading
and sifting through modelling club tips, all of which
are plentiful. Thankfully, there is a wealth of
knowledge and help out there.

I also called John Blaxill for his advice and he very
graciously provided a private viewing of the layout
at its Braughing Station home.

BUILDING BRAUGHING TO STANDON Pt 1BUILDING BRAUGHING TO STANDON Pt 1

By Paul DunnBy Paul Dunn

Paul shows us his Building of a Point to Point Modular Layout in N scalePaul shows us his Building of a Point to Point Modular Layout in N scale

Fig. 1 - Paul made four of these modules for his layout at a
size to allow them to be stacked and stored when needed.
The holes in the cross members reduce weight slightly and
also provide a conduit path for wiring between modules.
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fixed between the modules. This ensures that each
module can be fixed and tightly aligned to the other.

The modules were completed and treated with Wood
Oil to give extra protection against damp, especially
as my layout will be stored in my garage.

I made six detachable pairs of legs with double cross
members and height adjustable feet. These were
made from 1.5 inch (36mm) square softwood, glued
and screwed, which slot in to squared softwood
sockets.

The overall height of the baseboard with legs in
place is approx. 43 inches/ 1100mm. This seems to
be an agreeable height to work with, either standing
or sitting on a stool for somebody of 6ft plus. It is a
good viewing height.

Fig. 3 – The four modules together on legs. The layout spends
much of its time set up but it can be easily dismantled and
stored or transported to an exhibition.

I then turned my attention to the track plan and how
my Braughing and Standon section would actually
transpose to the 16 foot length scaled down.

I used the station layout diagrams from Peter Paye’s
‘The Buntingford Branch’ book as a good guide and
cross referenced those drawings against copies of the
original station plans from Stephen Ruff.

This was subsequently transposed onto computer
using SCARM (Simple Computer Aided Railway
Modeller) software specifically produced for model
railway track design.

Using this software, I selected Peco code 55 as my
preferred track. All the available section pieces,
including points and flex track, were then plotted as
a layout plan onto scaled down 4ft module lengths.
The resulting plan was printed on four A4 sheets for
reference.

I got fresh ideas on wiring, control panels, power
supplies and the scenery, which was all incredibly
useful. It was worthwhile to go along to a number
of model railway exhibitions, talk to the operators
of layouts to understand their preferences.

At some point, you need to take stock of all this
research and start making some decisions on the
plan you want to build and follow it.

Fig. 2 – The four modules on end. The last module is
actually 18 inches wide to allow space for the Standon end
sidings and the road along its boundary. All other modules
are only 16 inches wide so I retained that width on the last
module baseboard underside so the brass dowels were all
measured and drilled to the same specification.

THE BASEBOARD CONSTRUCTION
The construction of the base board would be the key
to the long term smooth running of the layout.
There are many variations of material that could be
used but my first decision was to use plywood as it
is both lightweight and strong.

I made four modules each of 4ft x 16” (1200mm x
400mm) in size that would be connected to form an
overall layout length of 16 feet or 4.8 metres. My
double length garage accommodated the layout
while it was being constructed.

The baseboard design mimics the Buntingford
layout concept. I used a good grade 9mm plywood
from a local timber merchant who cut the tops and
all sides of each module exactly to size.

Three lengths of 6mm plywood were used to make
supporting cross members. These were placed at
1ft/ 300mm intervals for added strength, drilled for
a little weight reduction. The holes provided a path
for wiring support.

There are some reinforced double layer 9mm
plywood lengths in small areas for alignment using
brass dowels and adjustable latch locks which were
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Using SCARM, I modelled both the Braughing and
Standon stations and sidings with a short stretch of
single track in open countryside joining the two
stations. I transposed some key reference points on
to the baseboard and began marking out the whole
track design using a marker pen.

This was made easier by printing off various point
templates which are available on the Peco website
in actual size. SCARM is also really useful as it
lists all your track sections and the numbers of each
piece you will need for your design.

With some fine tuning of the track length sections,
switching a few point sizes and modellers licence,
it all fitted well onto the overall layout length. It
remained true to the real Braughing to Standon
section of the line.

Care must be taken at this time with the marking
out of the track so that -

a) the positions of the points are not hindered by
the cross member plywood under the baseboard.
This could obstruct the point switching solenoid
motor and cause difficulties.

b) there are no points spanning the module joins.
These sections should ideally be straight or only
slightly curved.

I drew the track marker lines as closely as I could.
The markings did not need to be 100% spot on but
simply close and accurate enough to start laying out
and gluing the cork track underlay. I used the cork
for sound deadening, but mainly to represent true to
life slightly raised track beds.

When the points/turnouts arrived, I could fine tune
the track layout to ensure everything fitted cleanly.

The next step was to fix the track, give it some
power and test the connections were all fine … and
test, test and test again.

LAYING THE TRACK
I used cork track underlay on a long roll (2mm x
25mm) which would form the raised shape of the
track bed.

I stuck the cork to the baseboard using a fabric glue.
It dried really quickly while retaining some slight
flexibility. The cork is easy to remove if mistakes or
‘changes of mind’ are made.

I also used cork underlay for many other parts of the
layout, such as the station forecourts, the differing
levels of station siding approaches platform surfaces
and roads.

Fig. 5 – The track plan for Standon in Figure 4 has been
filled and so far so good. The bottom of figure 4 is at the top
of this image. Note the very long flowing curve which
visually makes this scene look far longer than it actually is.

Fig. 4 – The track plan transposed to the boards for the
station at the “Standon” end of the railway. This station has
an interesting operating track plan and would provide many
scenic possibilities as a starter to a bigger layout.
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With the cork underlay in place, I painted the whole
baseboard and underlay in an earth brown colour. It
is best to do this at this time so that no ‘wood or
cork’ will be seen when you begin to ballast the
track and add landscape. I then laid out all the track
and joined it, temporarily pinning it all in place.

This was for two reasons
1) to fine-tune the track position and make any
alterations.
2) to mark and drill all the train electrical and point
motor feed locations.

I used long Peco Streamline Flexible track for the
longer runs so these were needed to be cut and filed.
The same measured cuts were also made to various
parts of the layout where the 4 module baseboards
joined together. This is where the baseboard brass
dowels came into play, ensuring consistent
alignment of the modules.

Overall, the track laying went smoothly. My time
was well spent to get all the alignments, alterations,
accurate track cuts as best as possible for a smooth
finish. I still made mistakes and had to make
additional track cuts along the way as well as some
compromises too!

Fig. 6 – The “Braughing” station. Long flowing curves with
long radius points make for more reliable tracking of rolling
stock, in either push or pull mode.

THE ELECTRICS

Fig. 7 – The control panels showing what most operators
sees. The Green and Red switches activate the points, while
the switches in the middle of each track section select the
controller to be used. The switches have a “centre off”
position,

I turned my attention to the electrics which for me
was the scariest part of creating the layout. I also
knew I would have to gain some soldering skills. I
have never been shown how to properly solder
anything despite numerous attempts. In this attempt
at building a layout, I needed help.

I set about several weeks of research on all aspects
of model railway electrics using Google & YouTube
tutorials and joined several forums to gain greater
assistance from those who have actually done that.

This was where I learned a lot on many aspects of
my electrical requirements. I even learned to design
detailed track electrical plans & diagrams for my
actual layout with assistance from the associate
editor of this magazine. We fine-tuned it together to
suit my operating needs.

The help was invaluable and I now felt much more
confident in what I needed to do and what I needed
to purchase. My soldering practice was now paying
off. Based on this, I took the plunge and ordered all
the electrical components I needed and once they
were delivered, I made a start.

Referring to Figure 8, my first task was to solder all
the red and black drop feeds directly to the underside
of the track rails where needed.

The layout does not have any turns like you would
find with an oval as the basis of the plan, so it was
easy to allocate black wiring to the “North” side of
the layout and Red coloured wires to the “South”
side.
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Because the layout is DC, feeding the power from
underneath was to ensure that there would be direct
and secure power feeds to the track. That would
apply to DCC layouts as well.

Also, each ‘block’ of the track has a power supply
that can be switched on and off as required. Using
‘block switches’ is how you can control which areas
are active and isolated on the layout and therefore
how you can operate more than one locomotive on
the layout.

Around this time I soldered up the point sections of
the track with all the solenoid point motors and two
Capacitor Discharge Units (or CDUs) which are
used for a boosting charge to flick the points. This
took some time but all of them were successfully
done and the soldered track pinned back into place.

The next step was to get underneath each of the four
module sections of the layout, or one at a time on its
side on the workbench. I started connecting all the
track power and point wiring to electrical terminal
connector blocks, screwing them into place.

I made a point of running the wiring neatly with the
strands fully labelled with numbering. This was for
ease of identification and troubleshooting issues to
connect to the next layout module or make ready to
run into the layout control panel switches.

There are two control panels shown in Figure 7 for
the whole layout. This also took some time and
double checking but I am really pleased with the
end result.

When each module wiring was completed, I
performed track power and point switching tests. I
used a temporary control panel that used wired
crocodile clips to feed the track and point switches.

Fig. 8 – This is the schematic
devised for the Standon
modules on Paul’s layout. The
letters are simply designating
points on the diagram for
discussion.

The Blue wire is a common
rail connection. The short
green lines show the position
of the insulating rail joiners.

The Red wires are intended to
be connected all together for
DCC or to individual switches
for DC blocks.

Fig. 9 – Paul made a number of very neat connections for
the four point motors shown, visually very pleasing and easy
to track. Wiring for this layout and others as examples, will
be covered in a future issue of Rail Modeller Australia.

Fig. 10 – While it looks like a “bowl of spaghetti”, the tags
and labelling make tracking of the wiring fairly easy. The
trick to any electrical checking is to be able to check the
physical wiring.

Note the small saddle holding the red, black and blue wires
and the tethered yellow wires held by a twisted wire. Short of
making the wiring into a loom with tape, this wiring will be
able to travel a long way to shows.
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Fig. 11 – The Jumpers between modules. Note the clear labels that Paul has used to designate his connections. Also note the
bracket/receptacle to hold the leg in this view which we have enlarged for clarity purposes.

Everything worked well and I could run locos and
isolate track blocks as planned. The only problem I
found was when some points were switched, the
locos died when they got to the point frog.

There was clearly a short circuit when a negative
track feed at the point meets with a positive track
feed.

The track feeds were perfect so the problem had to
be (and actually was) the positive/negative feeds to
the point switch, even though they were soldered
correctly.

A quick reversal of the positive and negative
supplies to the switch at the electrical connector
block, resolved the problem.

The last main task for the baseboard wiring was to
run and connect the track feeds. Jumper wiring was
also needed to bridge the modules, one of which is
shown in Figure 11.

The jumper wires allow the modules to be easily
disconnected when the baseboard modules are split
down for storage or transport to exhibitions and
shows.

After much research and forum advice I decided to

use male/female DB15 terminal breakout connectors
fixed to either side of the baseboards and connected
with home-made male/female D-SUB 15 pin cables.

The jumpers took some to time to solder and sleeve
the joins with heat shrink six connectors but I was
very happy with the result. They worked perfectly
and can be connected or disconnected easily.

Having tested all four individual modules from an
electrical aspect, the proof would be testing the
whole length of the layout and all the block sections
and point switches from the central operating point.

I could not really do this without connecting
everything up to the 2 control panels and running a
loco across every part of track. It was time to build
the control panels!

TO BE CONTINUED

In Part 2 to be presented in the next issue, Paul
will be describing his control panel construction,
and shows us how he ballasted and weathered the
track.

In a comprehensive description he will also cover
how he made his back scene and he will start his
basic scenery. RMA
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James Stanford is a modeller from country New South
Wales who has built a number of micro layouts with
different themes. We are looking forward to presenting
his layouts in future issues of Rail Modeller Australia.

The Ruston Light Railway layout is a micro layout
2.67 square feet (.25 sq. metres) in size, measuring
28.5 inches (724mm) long x 13.5 inches (342mm)
wide. It is designed to fit in a storage box, slightly
larger than the layout measurements.

This could almost fit the description of a ‘nano
layout’ as defined by Chris Nevard on his website.
My original idea for this layout was to see how
small I could build a micro model railway layout
that was still interesting to operate, using standard
(that is, un-modified) motive power, rollingstock
and trackage.

The layout depicts ‘both ends of the line’ (rather
than the trackage in between the ends) of a fictional
British standard gauge light railway called “Ruston
Light Railway”. The RLR was once a British
Railways operated branch line that managed to
escape Dr. Beeching’s axe by being re-classified as
a light railway.

Fig. 1 – Looking towards Ruston Junction. You
can nearly see the whole layout in this view. A
micro layout is an inexpensive way to experiment
with building, and have fun.

THE RUSTON LIGHT RAILWAYTHE RUSTON LIGHT RAILWAY

by James Stanfordby James Stanford
The layout has two fictional but plausible locations.
Ruston Junction is somewhere on the mainline
between London and Bristol and Ruston Town is a
few miles distant from Ruston Junction.

Fig. 2 – A Guard’s van is awaiting passengers at
Ruston Town while a freight train sits in the freight
spur. Four wheel brake vans do not ride that well but it
is only a short ride for those passengers.

The layout has 2 Peco Setrack Insulfrog left-hand
turnouts and about 33.5 inches (85cm) of other
track. The turnouts were purchased specifically for
this layout and the other trackage is recycled from
previous layouts.

I had thought of using a double slip instead of two
turnouts to try and add some extra siding length.
However the cost of the two turnouts was much less
than the cost of a double slip or even a single slip.

I decided to sacrifice any extra siding length I might
have gained by using a double slip in favour of less
expensive track.

MOTIVE POWER
Motive power is one very small switcher - a Ruston
and Hornsby 48DS. This is a Hornby DCC Ready
48DS which was packaged with a flat wagon. It was
purchased specifically for use on this micro layout.
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The flat wagon and the 48DS can have an electric
wire between them, to aid electrical pickup of the
48DS. It uses a drawbar instead of couplers, as it is
very short and can stall on turnouts. However, to
make operation of the layout more flexible, I
removed that wire. I find the 48DS still works fairly
well without it most of the time as long as I do not
run it too slowly.

Fig. 3 – The Ruston Junction Platform with an open
wagon about to be coupled to the container flat sitting
at the platform.

TESTING THE CONCEPT
With my micro layouts, especially one as small as
this one, I have found it is a good idea to first test
the concept. This means testing how trains will be
operated on the track plan, before doing too much
other work on the layout before making scenery.

For testing of the concept of this layout, I ran the
loco and a flat wagon around the layout, which
showed the track plan and concept was viable using
a loco and short 2 axle wagons.

ELECTRICS
I noticed during testing that the loco did not have
very good low speed control. I tested the layout
using an old Hornby P5P controller.

So, in the otherwise very simple wiring for the
layout, I added a 470 ohm 10 watt resistor. This cut
the voltage to the track roughly in half. This
produced much better slow speed control.

I also added a switch to allow for bypassing the
resistor if I have a DCC system powering the
layout, or if I have a loco on it that has good slow
speed control with the P5P controller connected.

I later changed the controller for the layout to an
H&M Clipper which has better slow speed control
options. The layout is designed to be controlled by
either DC or DCC.

To keep the wiring as simple as possible, I did not
use insulated joiners with toggle switches to turn the
insulated sections on or off.

If I purchase another locomotive for the layout, the
Peco Setrack Insulfrog turnouts will allow for the
isolating a locomotive from power, while another is
being operated.

During the early construction phase of the layout, I
considered adding an auto reversing module for the
passenger services. I thought I could activate it and
just watch the trains go back and forth on the layout.

However I was somewhat confused about which
reversing module to actually purchase, and how to
add it to the layout, so I did not go ahead with that
idea. I still may add a reverser module at some time
in the future.

ROLLING STOCK
For passenger services, I purchased a 4 wheel brake
van with the possibility of a short 4 wheel coach also
being purchased in future. For freight services, I find
that a small collection of a few four wheel freight
wagons is sufficient. I have the flat wagon that was
included in the 48DS purchase, and have also
purchased a ventilated van, a cattle wagon, and a
coal wagon.

Over time, a few other wagons and possibly another
48DS loco will likely be purchased. Two locos on
the layout would enhance operation.

Fig. 4 – A nice vignette that shows you do not have
to have a train immediately present to create a
realistic scene.

SCENERY
Because the layout is so small, it didn’t take very
long to add some reasonable scenery to the layout.

The track bed is raised a little above the baseboard
which allows for some scenery below track level.
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The layout looks fully scenicked, with a number of
buildings and features including a few small hills. It
has an undulating landscape with various types of
foliage.

Fig. 5 – The Hornby shunter is spotted through the
landscape with the passenger train heading towards
Ruston Junction.

The autumnal tree adds colour and the thick and very
irregular ground cover avoids a “manicured” look.

OPERATION
Operating the layout comprises operating short
trains ‘back and forth’ or in ‘push-pull’mode
between the two stations on the layout – Ruston
Junction and Ruston Town.

The locomotive is ‘captive’ in some spurs and not in
others as there is no runaround track. A standard
operating session takes around 15 to 20 minutes.

Freight trains originate and return to Ruston
Junction which is the fictional interchange point
between British Rail and the Ruston Light Railway,
Freight wagons are usually located there at the start
of an operating session.

Because siding lengths are short, only one wagon
and the loco, or 2 freight wagons, can fit in each
siding. With only one locomotive, motive power is
captive in the spurs at Ruston Town, when running a
freight train.

This means that freight trains have to make multiple
journeys to and from both ends of the layout. Cars
are shunted at Ruston Junction to get the next car
for Ruston Town.

Passenger trains all originate and return to Ruston
Town, and consist of the loco and a brake van
converted to passenger use. The Loco is captive in
the Ruston Junction spurs when running passenger
trains.

Based on having one locomotive on the layout, I
have designed an operating session including the
following:

An early morning passenger train.
A mid-morning passenger train.
A light engine run from Ruston Town to Ruston
Junction refuel point and back to Ruston Town.
On days where there is a lot of freight, this train
might become a freight train between Ruston
Junction and Ruston Town after the locomotive
has been refueled.
A midday passenger train.
A goods train.
A late afternoon passenger train.

Depending on what ‘day’ is being operated, the order
of trains may differ.

If I purchase a second locomotive, this timetable will
be changed considerably to include more freight
trains, more complicated shunting and train
movements.

I hope you have enjoyed reading about this micro
railway which is proof you do not need a “big”
layout to operate and have fun building. RMA

Fig. 6 – The Overhead view also shows the entire
railway. The whole layout could fit onto a medium
sized shelf.

Fig. 7 – The late afternoon passenger train trundles
back to Ruston Junction, ending another operating
session.



Step 2. The foam is then glued and pinned until it is dry.
Because the foam has a sheen, it can represent snow fairly
well. The “hardest” part is to get the foam to a believable
shape but as the cost is negligible, you can have several tries
at it or making the edges jagged with a hobby knife!

Step 3. The crystalline look of snow with a very thin slice of
foam. Foliage will hide the regular line at the base.

WHY SNOWMELT?
Many countries, including Australia have some
areas which show signs of snow melt after a winter
or a snow storm. Areas in the higher and lower
latitudes such as Alaska and New Zealand’s South
Island can show signs of snow right through
summer until the first Autumnal falls.

Fake snow is easy and cheap to make! You do not
even have to be accurate cutting the foam as long
as the shape looks like a snow accumulation
around a rock or dip in the scenery!

WHATYOUWILLNEED
1.Scrap white packing foam sheet - mine came
from packaging around a garden setting chair arm.
2. Scissors and/or a Hobby knife/box cutter
3. Clear drying PVA Glue

WHAT TO DO

Step 1. Cut a piece of foam to a rough shape, then slice
thinly into a fraction of its initial thickness.

Another Easy Evening Project for Cooler Climate Layouts
SNOW MELT
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David Cook’s railway keeps his Canadian experience alive.
We met David Cook in the September 2021 issue
of Rail Modeller Australia. He is a joint builder of
one of the Corio MRC N Scale club layouts. Here
we will see his home layout as he tells us about
his model railway experience from HO to TT to N
scale trains.

When I was about 8 years old, our family moved to
a house about 200 metres from the local railway
station. So like a lot of young boys of the age,
much of my spare time was spent watching trains,
playing in the yards and developing an interest in
trains.

A few years later we moved to Geelong Victoria
and I received a train set for my birthday. This
started my interest in model trains. I had the sleep
out at the back of the house so I started to build a
shelf around the wall for the train to run on.

Fig. 1 - A pair of Canadian Pacific GP40s are ready in the
Maple River Junction yard to lead their trains for another
trip over the railway.

Like many model railways, the yard space is limited but the
appearance is of a busy line dispatching lots of trains.

The plan was to build a bridge across the doorway
but it was never built. The train ran around the wall
for years until I started working and my interest in
model trains waned.

More than twenty years later, I moved to Canberra
with my own family. My interest was re-ignited
when I found and joined a small group of model
train enthusiasts who met at each other’s home as a
weekly “Round Robin” group.

My two daughters were into Lego at the time. With
a spare room downstairs, I commenced building a
table for their Lego with a train track around the
outside. I had a HO loco and four open wagons so
the Lego people had a train to get around the table.
Of course, there was a hill and a tunnel and other
basic scenery items.

A few years passed and the girls were growing out
of Lego. By chance, I visited a model train show at
the Sydney Town Hall in the 1980s.

Fig. 2 - A dairy farm and stockyard, found in many areas
across the mountains and prairies of Canada.

MAPLE
RIVER
JUNCTION
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One fantastic layout there had trains going
everywhere and the gauge seemed smaller than the
HO Scale models that I had.

The owner explained over a chat that his layout
was TT gauge and it was the “latest scale” that was
going to take over from HO and N gauge. I only
had a small room for a railway and after finding out
that there was a local shop in Sydney stocking TT
track, locos and rolling stock, I was hooked.

I started construction with a 900mm x 1200mm
(3x4 ft ) table. It had a mountain with the train
entering a tunnel. The train then came out above
the previous track, wound around the mountain and
over the two lots of tracks. It then went over a
trestle bridge and came back to join up again to the
starting point. Later on, I added another table with
a yard, a turntable and a separate circuit and link to
go between the 2 circuits.

Years passed by and TT scale trains did not take off
as expected, the shop closed and as far as I knew
TT scale train production had died. However I had
sufficient rolling stock to keep going with the
equipment I had. I also continued adding scenery to
my layout. Surfing the net one day, I found the
person who had owned that model train shop was
still in Sydney. He was making and selling
moulded model train products. I contacted him and
discovered that there still was a very active TT
based club in Sydney.

After some negotiations, I made a trip to the
Liverpool Exhibition, sold all of my TT equipment
and spent the money on track, a loco and some
rolling stock in N scale. The old layout was
demolished and plans for a new, bigger and better
N scale layout were worked out. In late 1999, I was
made redundant. Not being able to find work, I
started early retirement. My elder daughter was
then living in Canada so a trip there was planned.

Fig. 3 - This section is similar to my first layout in TT
scale.

WHAT IS TT SCALE?
TT or Table Top is 1:120 model train scale on
12mm gauge track. The scale was invented by
Hal Joyce in the United States in 1946. He
recognised that model trains were quite popular
but smaller house sizes meant less space for
hobbies.

Mr Joyce’s company, HP products, made die
cast semi detailed, steam loco kits as well as
freight cars, passenger cars and track. He took
advantage of the miniaturising of many items
including electric motors which enabled the
smaller trains. Prior to the war HO scale was
thought to be “tiny”.

TT scale still has a niche market following in
North America, similarly to what David found
here in Australia. A number of new products
have appeared over the years, mainly from
Eastern Europe. Tri-ang had a line of TT trains
between 1962 and 1967, mainly of British
prototype. In deference to the smaller size of
British trains, Tri-ang’s offerings were 3mm to
the foot or 1:100 scale.

Not long after Tri-ang introduced their TT, the
maker of the Lone Star die cast model line push
along trains motorised a number of their trains
and labelled them”Treble-O”. This line along
with the start up of Trix and Arnold in (then)
West Germany producing smaller trains
generated to the N scale trains we know today.

The new scale provided realistic competition in
terms of space requirements. A layout in HO on
a standard 8 x 4 ft (2.4 x 1.2m) board could be
reduced to 4 x 2ft in N scale, that is a quarter of
the size. A comparable TT layout could only be
reduced to 6x3 or a bit more than half the size.
The perception of saving space was not so well
pronounced with TT and it became a specialist
scale.

In New Zealand where the mainline railways
are 3ft 6in (1067mm), there is a movement to
TTn3.5 where the Narrow Gauge trains are
1:120 scale on N scale mechanisms and track.
We look forward to seeing what else lies in the
future for this scale - RMA

As we travelled from Vancouver to Calgary by bus,
I looked at the way the railway followed the mighty
Fraser River. The design of my layout was forming
with a mountain, a river with tracks on either side,
tunnels and farm land.
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Holes for the bolts to join the tables were a tight fit
so the bolts also acted as locating dowels. The
mountain and river sides were layers of styrene with
a coat of plaster to texture it. The gradients were
made so a single loco could pull at least 10 to 12
freight cars uphill.

I used Peco track, insulated frog points and motors
which were all remotely controlled from the control
panel. In most cases, a train will automatically stop
on a red light. I also used the moulded foam for the
track base.

My gantry signals were all scratch built from sheet
styrene with LEDs, fine wire and a lot of very trying
moments. Buildings are either plastic kits with some
kit bashing or cardboard kits.

As the layout progressed, and in keeping with the
Canadian theme, I chose to call the layout “Maple
River Junction”. Because of this, I wanted an area
with maple trees. A spot on the layout that I was
going to do something else with, with a change of

Fig. 4 - The original layout design built in Canberra

On our arrival in Ottawa, I found that the nearby
shopping centre had a model shop. After many
visits, I purchased a number of Canadian locos and
rolling stock items as well as some US railroad
equipment.

Because of what was available, I decided to go with
DC control and purchased a dual controller for the
layout.

Back home from a marvellous holiday and with
plenty of time, I started my layout. I had four tables
around 1500 long by 700 wide (5ft x 2ft 4in). Three
of the tables could be placed end to end and the
fourth across to make an L shape

The fourth table would have a marshalling yard and
a turntable. The frame was made from 42x19 mm
pine, (2”x1” dressed timber) braced across from
side to side.

The posts were 42mmx42mm (2”x 2” dressed size)
while the top was 10mm chip board.
.

Fig. 6 - The GP40 led train has used a hidden return loop
within the tunnel to double back on itself. It would
otherwise have appeared on the other side of the river

Fig. 5 - A Canadian National (CN)) F7 enters the yard
access through the triangle (wye), having just travelled
though the Maple River Junction station.
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plans, became the site of that maple tree plantation.
I started making pine trees but soon realised that it
would take many years of my spare time so I bought
about 300 ready made trees.

Fig. 7 - The Geelong layout with the new Insert increased the running length of
the layout. An advantage of any modular layout is the ability to allow change to
suit a new location. The construction of the curved module was all that was
needed to be operating again. .

Fig. 8 - A Union Pacific Special skirts around the scratch
built roundhouse. The coaches were custom painted and
decalled by a club friend of David’s. They were very well
done!

An unexpected advantage with modelling
Canadian railways is that there are many towns,
especially in Ontario, that are very English
looking.

You can use some British origin details such as
cars and buildings without it being out of place on
the layout.

Track wise I wanted to have 2 circuits with the
ability to transfer to each other. I also wanted to be
able to turn the train around to go in the opposite
direction which I accomplished by installing a
reversing loop and a Triangle or “wye”.

I use two control panels with one panel to control
most of the layout and the other for the
marshalling yard.

I moved from Canberra back to Geelong in 2007.
The layout travelled very well with only minor
damage. To position it in the garage, I needed to
separate tables 2 and 3 and build a corner piece.
This proved to be an avantage as I was able to
make the outer track into a duplicated section to
become a passing loop.

Over several of our yearly winter caravan holidays
in Queensland, I scratch built a roundhouse to fit
in the available space on the layout. The
roundhouse needed to match up with my turntable
area. I have quite a lot of lighting installed but
have more to do.

The Covid epidemic and the associated lockdowns
has given me more time to devote to my layout. I
have added ground cover, people, animals and
vehicles and also had time to just sit out in the
garage and play trains. - RMA
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Fig. 7- Canadian Pacific and Canadian
National run parallel to each other in the
Fraser River Canyon area and along the
Thompson River. A scene like this is very
close to the mark, albeit with more modern
motive power in the 2020s.

US railroad units from all over are also
often seen in this area in wheat harvest
times, mixed and matched with Canadian
units or other roads so almost anything
goes here.

This situation is ideal for the modeller who
has one of everything because of the
variety of attractive paint schemes of many
North American locomotives.

MORE VIEWS OF THEMORE VIEWS OF THE
MAPLE RIVER JUNCTIONMAPLE RIVER JUNCTION

Fig. 8 - It is a steady grind uphill for
the lone GP unit while the F unit has
another job of holding back its train on
the long and winding down gradient.

The colour of Canadian trains and
particularly the wheat hoppers made for
some very colourful trains, similarly to
the “Per Diem Boxcar” era in the late
70s to the late 80s on US railroads.

Alas, the philosophy of “A penny saved
is a penny earned” has caught up to
Canadian railways in recent times and
the wonderfully ornate paint schemes
are disappearing. However there are
still enough examples around of older
paint schemes, perhaps not quite as
clean as what they are here.

Fig. 9 - Emerging from the tunnel on the
far eastern side of the layout, our trusty
GP or “Geep” finds the going easier on
this section of the layout.

The signals are home made and over
scale size. However they are a very good
indication to an operator as they can be
seen from almost any operating position
on the layout.

The Action Red “Multimark” scheme was
universal on CP’s Air planes and ships as
well as trains. It was affectionately known
as the “Pacman” scheme which lasted
from the late 1960s through to the early
1990s
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Fig. 10 - Leading into the business
area of Maple River, the road is almost
seamless from the board to the
backdrop.

David curved the road slightly upwards
where the yellow car is sitting. So it is
not immediately obvious that this is the
divider line between the board and the
backdrop.

Note also the grey/blue effect of the
hills to give a sense of distance along
with the road “narrowing” with the
distance away from the viewer.

Fig. 11 - The residential area of
Maple River. These buildings have
an English flavour, very similar to
some of the older suburbs in the
Greater Toronto Area, commonly
known as the GTA.

The four units at the front behind
the petrol/gasoline tanker were four
individual buildings the same as the
four buildings one street back.
David simply glued the four single
buildings together to make a
unique structure.

The siding in the background
suggests industrial activity
providing business for the railway.

Fig. 12 - Lifting the buildings
shows David’s attention to
detail with the gardens and
yards.

Behind the buildings are a
single tree in one yard, an out
room or green house, some
figurines in the back as well as
varying degrees of vegetation.
The gardening season is not all
that long in Canada!

The houses behind have single
LEDs lighting them from
within.

There are suitable internal
blocks so that only one or two
areas show that random lights
are on in the different rooms.
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Fig. 13 - The yard at Maple
River Junction is unusually
empty of railway action, but
that will not last long!

Because of the cramped area,
David has used the smaller
radius set track turnouts to
save space here.

Trains are supposed to move
at slower speeds through
yards so using tighter curves
is acceptable here.

The signal tower just visible
to the right would be quite at
home on a British layout.

The road to the backdrop
leads to the road which goes
to the background shown in
Figure 10.

Fig. 14 - The Maple River
container depot. Some of the
containers would be familiar
to readers all around the
world.

Other containers such as the
Canadian Tire, CP Rail and
Soo Line (a separately run US
railroad owned by Canadian
Pacific) are virtually “country
specific”. Hence they would
only be seen in the country of
origin of the goods and the
destination or home country.

Containers, particularly such
colourful “Billboard” types,
are an interest in themselves
within our hobby for a modern
day modeller. David has mode
provision for a straddle crane
over the track with single rails
outside of the train tracks.

Fig. 15 – The feed crop section of the farm.
Note the cropping cut subtlety in the second
field beyond the tractor. The “crop” itself is
a cork tile with a rough surface and some
fine ground foam for texture. This works
well in N scale.

Fig. 16 - At the very bottom right and below
are 3 bridges, made simply from strips of
plywood and painted a concrete colour …
how effective is that! - RMA
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Not as brutal as the word suggests. Bill Cox describes kitbashing of a British building kit.

After the devastation of world war one, veterans
returned to their home towns around Australia to
rebuild their lives. In the 1920’s there was a
movement in towns all over the country to support
those who had returned by creating memorial halls
in honour of those who served. Small community
groups started fundraising and gaining council
support with grants of land for the construction of
these memorials.
Australian Memorial Halls vary greatly, from grand
buildings to small functional halls, but they all hold
a strong bond with the men and women who served
their country.

The layout we are constructing is no different and
Billandi Memorial Hall will be an important part of
the towns history. As most would know, my health
issues have impacted my ability to create models
the way I have in the past. With support from
Robyn, I have been able to build Metcalfe card kits
and with her creative approach we are kitbashing
models to make them appear more Australian.
The basis for the Billandi Memorial Hall is a
Metcalfe PO253 00/H0 Scale Village School. The
model comes with an out building that we may use
elsewhere but for this article we will concentrate on
the main building.

Left: The original Metcalfe building showing the back of the building. Right: The alterations made include
a new roofline using card and Kangaroo Hobby Products corrugated iron. Robyn designed a front patio
using 3D printed parts including the steps and handrails. The doors are from photos taken at Mudgee station
some years ago.

Three close up photos showing Robyn’s creative approach to the model. The interior has been fitted with a
floor and stage with a local band in full flight. The portrait of the Queen is a feature that is still found in
most Memorial Halls. The roof is removable to add lighting at a later date, the tables and chairs are part 3D
print and hand made. This has been a rewarding process and the finished model will be a feature on Billandi.
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John Smithers has built a number of layouts, micro
layouts and dioramas over many years. Here he
outlines one module he undertook as a challenge...

THE CHALLENGEWAS ISSUED
After accepting a challenge to build a micro layout I
was perplexed as to what to build. The footprint size
had to be no bigger than 3 square feet (equal to 900
x300mm).

As if that was not enough, a deadline of 30 days was
issued, could this get any more complicated? What
have I done to myself? For me it had to be funny and
attention grabbing. To encourage the public to see
what can be archived in a small space. OK, challenge
accepted… but what to build?

ANOTHER OFTHOSE STORIES...
Then came the famous story of a railway wagon
falling over the end of a railway pier. The Railway
managers sent forth a navy diver to retrieve said
wagon. Upon the removal of the navy divers helmet,
the railway manager stepped forward with utmost
confidence and asked the diver “did you find our
railway wagon?” “Yes and fifteen others as well”
came the unexpected reply

It was this story, that has been told over many railway
yards, that was the inspiration for The Pier railway.
After a lot of measurements, I quickly came up with a
short pier. allowing for space to be sufficient enough
for the wagons at the bottom of the sea bed, and for
some shunting to take place.

and bolted into place. The pier legs were numbered
and marked onto the MDF board, holes were drilled
and the piers were put in place this was to
strengthen the pier railway during transport to
different shows.

The pier module linked to a fiddle yard on John’s work
bench. The fiddle yard is on the white block just visible below
the footbridge.

A notable absence is evidence of water, either simulated or
real, partly because nothing looks LESS like water in a
model scene than real water. The weight of either water or
resin would definitely make the layout unwieldy.

The stringers between the pier trestles were glued
onto the individual legs in place from cut down
3mm MDF. Once this was done, a track was laid
onto the pier deck using foam cardboard. Plaster
slurry was used to top coat the deck.

THE “DIS-A-PIER-ING”THE “DIS-A-PIER-ING”
WAGON MODULEWAGON MODULE

By John SmithersBy John Smithers

A scratch built barge, was resurrected from a
failed project, This was to be the rescue barge,
along with the navy diver. However I had a
change of mind and moved the story time line
back, as if this event has just happened. The
railway managers have no idea of the events
unfolding at the pier.

THE CONSTRUCTION
A sheet of 3 mm MDF was purchased along with
some 30 x 12 mm pine for bracing. I set about
making a flat baseboard so the MDF was cut to
the required competition size of 12 inches’ x 36
inches.

A block of foam was used to raise the railway
above the sea surface, and 8 mm dowel was built
into a trestle pier configuration. A Peco small
radius Y point was used to switch between the
two sidings.

A removable head shunt made from foam board
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Detailing was applied by adding cement expansion
joints, along with signs of the surface cracking and
breaking down. A Rail Motor Models railway hut
was used at the end of the pier to add some details,
as well as commercially available figurines.

“Look over there…” John’s use of the figurines suggests
activity and discussion with the mini groups of people on the
pier deck in small clusters. Such details add to a big scene as
a series of mini scenes that we can imagine what is being
said.

After much sanding and scenery detailing I presented
the Pier railway to my Pier group. (pun intended)
who informed me I had missed the deadline by 5
days! Oh the joys of model railway building when
one is having fun. RMA

These views date the
scene depicted to the
1960’s onwards.

How? Historically, the F
class locos for Victorian
Railways were delivered
in a grey undercoat
livery and painted Red
with a yellow band in
traffic. The first was re-
painted in Blue and Gold
in 1963 and the last was
repainted by 1971.

The State Electricity
Commission locos were
painted black. Two of the
SEC locos were virtually
on permanent hire to VR
before they were all sold
to the VR and repainted
Blue and Gold.

An F class on the wharf by the barge. Note the barnacles on
the barge where the water line and below would normally be.

The F class is lightly weathered to resemble a loco in service
for a few months or so past repaint or overhaul.
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Robyn Taylor
All photos by the Author

The Australian Narrow Gauge Museum is
situated in Woodford, 72 kilometres north west of
Brisbane on the D’Aguilar Highway. The town of
Woodford was originally a timber town supplying
timber to the fledgling colony of Brisbane and
Ipswich. As the timber resources became scarce
the area was found to be well suited to dairy
farming and a Co-Operative Dairy Factory was
opened in the town in 1904.

Today Woodford is noted for it’s Folk Festival
that is held here over the New Year period. This
sleepy little town has a population of 5000 which
can grow to 20,000 or more during the festival
period which is a celebration of traditional and
modern Folk Music, Craft Stalls and Food.

Woodford was the Terminus for the disused
Kilcoy Branch railway line, which reached
Woodford from Caboolture in 1909. The 3’6”
gauge Queensland Government line was then
extended to Kilcoy. A considerable amount of the
original trestle bridges and trackbed have been
converted to a walking and cycling path
preserving this part of our railway heritage for
future generations. This could be the subject of
another article in the future.

Our primary interest is in the Australian Narrow
Gauge Museum which runs steam and diesel 2’
gauge trains from their station at Woodford to
Storey Brook Cottages situated at the end of the
line. The museum society was formed in January
1971 when a small group of enthusiasts met to
discuss the possibilty of preserving a collection
of locomotives and rolling stock used on
Queensland’s sugar mill tramways. Since this
time the Society has amassed a collection of 2’
gauge stock which includes some rare examples
of Australian narrow gauge railways. The
primary aim of the society has been to restore and
operate the equipment.

The acquisition of a suitable area at Woodford and
the subsequent track laying resulted in the birth of
the “Durundur Railway” at Woodford. The grounds
are well kept and also have picnic and bar-b-que
facilities for visitors. The Society also has a large
area where static displays of locos and rollingstock
can be viewed, sadly these exhibits are open to the
elements which are taking their toll on these rare
items.

Above: A rake of flat cars primarily built with timber are used to
carry lengths of rail. The weathered grey timber is a great
reference for modellers.

Above: A close up photo of the coupler on one of the flat cars
shows the destructive effects of nature on these wagons.
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Passenger operations are run on the first and third
Sundays of each month and are usually
steam hauled. The train is usually hauled by a
Bundaberg Fowler locomotive number 5 which
has been affectionately nicknamed “Bundy”. This
rather imposing little 0-6-2 locomotive weighs in at
20 tons and was built by the Bundaberg Foundry in
Queensland in 1952 and spent its life hauling cane
bins for the Pleystowe Mill in Mackay Queensland.
In 1971 it was donated to the society and
transported to Brisbane. Bundy was eventually
restored to working order and was used to run on a
small length of track in South Brisbane in
celebration of the opening of the Cross river rail
link in 1978.
Bundy was transported to the Woodford site in 1979
and has been the mainstay of the passenger services
there ever since.

During the 100 year celebrations of the now closed
Moreton Mill in Nambour, Bundy returned to haul
300 tonne cane trains between the
marshalling yards and the edge of Nambour, this
was the first steam hauled train to run in this area
for 29 years.
Since then Bundy has become something of a
movie star and is featured in two brilliant DVD’s
that capture the essence of cane trains in
Queensland. Both “Bundy’s last Great Adventure”
and “Train Whistle Blowin” are available from the
Society web site.

Editor’s Note: Due to an overhaul underway
on Bundy, the services are being run using
heritage diesel locomotoves.

Above: The famous ‘Bundy’, Bundaberg Fowler number 5.

Above: Hudswell Clarke locomotive ‘Melbourne’.
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Some Interesting Facts about Queensland
Sugar Cane Railways

The first loco hauled cane tramways in Queensland
were built in 1880 and from these humble
beginnings there were over 4000 kilometres of cane
railways in the state by the year 2005. During
the busy crushing season June through to December
the tramways haul 36 million tonnes of cane
to the mills.

All of Queenslands cane tramways are 2’ gauge
except Pioneer Mill at Ayr that use 3’6” gauge.
With almost 60,000 cane trucks at their service the
cane tramways of Queensland have more rolling
stock than all the railways in Australia and the
locomotive fleet represents the third highest
collection in the country.

Sugar has generally been one of the states largest
export commodities and although there has been a
reduction in the number of operational mills, sugar
continues to be an important part of the Queensland
economy.
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Modelling the Cane Tramways of Queensland

In recent years, there has been a keen interest in
modelling these fascinating railway systems with
some exceptional layouts exhibited at various railway
shows throughout Queensland. There is a distinct
benefit in the fact that those who model these
railways are happy to share information and advice
with anyone who shows interest in cane tramways.
There is some cottage industry manufacturers who
are now producing items to support this growing hobby.

WALLAVILLE
Highlighting the modelling skills of Lincoln Driver’s HO scale exhibition layout

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CANE TRAMWAYS

For the most comprehensive information on prototype cane
railways and how to model them, Cane SIG is a go to site.

https://www.zelmeroz.com/canesig/
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ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS WITH US

info@railmodelleraustralia.com

SUBSCRIPTION
You can now subscribe to Australia’s newest model railway magazine. Don’t miss out

on your copy of Rail Modeller Australia.

6 ISSUES OF THE PRINT VERSION
1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

AUD $84.00
*Price shown is for Australian Domestic Postage.

Overseas pricing varies, for more information contact us
info@railmodelleraustralia.com

www.railmodelleraustralia.com


